Cloud Readiness
Assessment

Your Cloud Strategy, Optimized for the Future.

Application Modernization with Azure
Setting Goals

Understanding Success

Moving Forward

What are you trying to achieve?

What does success look like?

How do you proceed?

• A desire to close their data center or colocated hosting

• Cost savings through deploying to Azure

• Develop a clear understanding of your
current state apps & infrastructure

• Scale on demand
• Lower Costs

• Capital expense reduction related to
buying hardware & software

• Determine operational capabilities

• New capabilities available in Azure to
modernize your legacy applications

• Analyze the future state vision

• PAAS tooling only available in the cloud

• A modern deployment environment for
future digital execution

• Map out the action plan of the move to
the cloud

One of the common problems companies
have while moving to Azure is a lack of
understanding what goals are driving their
business towards the cloud.

Understanding the outcomes of moving to
the cloud helps you communicate what is
important, establishes priority and drives
accountability.

Once the actionable items are established
and it has been determined how they can be
measured, it is time to create a roadmap to
success.

• Reliability
• Geo-redundancy

• Identify the short-term wins

The Cloud Readiness Assessment
Your Cloud Strategy, Optimized for the Future.
Current State Discovery

Desired State Exploration

Assess and Recommend

• Document current software
architecture and infrastructure

• Discuss your desired state

• Map out your ideal cloud
deployment

• Examine non-functional
requirements

• Learn about your operational
capabilities

• Identify any potential road blocks

Make suggestions to help you
understand the possibilities

Document results and map out a
plan of execution

• Define domain constraints
We work with you to understand your
current environment.

• Review short- and long-term strategy

• Determine a proof of concept for
initial cloud deployment

Our assessment delivers a cloud modernization strategy which will help your company drive future innovation + growth.

SafeNet: Cloud Readiness Assessment +
Microsoft Azure PAAS
Set the stage for your future digital execution with a plan to take advantage of the flexibility, reliability, scalability and increased security
of Azure.

Solution Alignment
Cost

Agility

Service Quality

Identify significant cost-savings over on-

Enable near-instant provisioning of resources

Significant improvements in performance,

premise infrastructure.

resulting in faster project execution.

reliability and security.

